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BURLINGAME, CA 94010, UNITED STATES, April 30, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Singapore

Autonomous Cars Market size is expected to reach US$ 1,865.9 Million by 2031, from US$ 692.7

Million in 2023, at a CAGR of 15.2% during the forecast period 2024-2031.
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The Singapore Autonomous Cars Market research report

represents major insights on the current growth dynamics

as well as the primary revenue generation elements that

are available in the Singapore Autonomous Cars industry

along with various other factors over the predicted period

2024-2031. The overall business goal can be accomplished

through this Singapore Autonomous Cars Market study

report as it consists of all the current scenarios and major

innovations of the marketplace. 

The study is based on a valuable resource, companies,

stakeholders, and other industry players in the Singapore Autonomous Cars market will be able

to acquire the upper hand. Also, the segments is categorized by Size, Sales, and Revenue with

forecasts during the years 2024–2031. The Singapore Autonomous Cars Market research

segments is based on Players, types, applications, regional levels, and other segments.

The Singapore autonomous cars market is expected to witness significant growth owing to

increasing investments for road infrastructure development and rising deployment of 5G

technology for connectivity solutions. The government of Singapore has earmarked SGD$40–50

million for trials and initiatives to develop autonomous vehicle technologies and infrastructure.

Additionally, the deployment of 5G networks can help autonomous vehicles communicate with

other vehicles and infrastructure in real-time, thereby improving road safety. 5G networks offer

low latency and high bandwidth which are critical for autonomous vehicles.

Market Drivers:

Growing Adoption Rate of Autonomous and Connected Cars in Singapore
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The adoption rate of autonomous and connected cars has been growing rapidly in Singapore

over the past few years. Singapore has emerged as one of Asia's leaders in developing

technology and infrastructure to support self-driving vehicles. A growing number of automotive

companies and tech startups have been testing autonomous vehicles on Singapore's public

roads. The government has also implemented several pilot programs to encourage the

development and testing of autonomous mobility solutions. This growing focus on autonomous

mobility from both private companies and the government is expected to drive higher adoption

rates of autonomous cars in Singapore in the coming years. Another major driver is the rising

tech-savviness of Singapore's young population. Younger consumers are more open to new

automotive technologies like self-driving features and see autonomous cars as the future of

personal transportation. Their enthusiasm and early adoption will play a big role in

mainstreaming autonomous vehicles in Singapore.

Market Restraints:

Concerns about Job Losses in Transportation Sector

While autonomous vehicles present several benefits, one key concern is the potential job losses

in Singapore's transportation sector. Autonomous taxis and delivery vehicles could significantly

reduce the number of human drivers needed over the long run. This is worrying for Singapore

which has a large pool of taxi and private-hire car drivers. According to estimates, self-driving

vehicles may eliminate 25-30% of existing driving jobs in Singapore by 2030. There are also

concerns about economic impact on small businesses like provision shops that rely heavily on

delivery drivers. The government will have to implement policies to help reskill and transition

affected workers to new jobs as autonomous vehicles become more prevalent. Addressments

these concerns around job security will be important to gain wider public acceptance of

autonomous cars in Singapore.

List of the Top Key Players in the Singapore Autonomous Cars Market:

Hyundai Motor, Renault, Moovita, nuTonomy, Grab, Astyx Communication , Ottopia , Autocast.

Segmentation Analysis:

By Vehicle Type

▪️ Passenger Vehicles

▪️ Commercial Vehicles

▪️ Service Vehicles

By Level of Automation

▪️ Level 3

▪️ Level 4

▪️ Level 5



By System

▪️ Camera Systems

▪️ LiDAR Systems

▪️ Radar Systems

▪️ Actuation Systems

▪️ Computing Systems

By Component

▪️ Suppressor

▪️ Gas Discharge Tube

▪️ Surge Arrestor

▪️ Others (Voltage Suppression Diode, Metal Oxide Varistor)

Market Scope:

This report segments the Singapore Autonomous Cars market comprehensively. Regional

market sizes, concerning products by Type, by Application, and by Players, are also provided. For

a more in-depth understanding of the market, the report provides profiles of the competitive

landscape, key competitors, and their respective market ranks. The report also discusses

technological trends and new product developments.

Singapore Autonomous Cars Market Dynamics:

Singapore Autonomous Cars Market reports examine current and historical data to analyze

market trends. It offers information on the factors that will influence the market's growth

between 2024 and 2031, both qualitatively and quantitatively. This study paper discusses the

market capacity and consumption potential of significant firms.

An extensive examination of the market's size, share, growth, opportunity, competitive

environment, manufacturers, players, and vendors, as well as its segments and sub-segments, is

provided by this intelligence research. The market drivers, difficulties (past and present), revenue

growth, roadmap for the future, standards, deployment models, and forecast analysis are all

highlighted in the report.

Competitive Analysis:

The research enables marketers to be abreast of emerging consumer trends and market

segments in which they may experience a sharp decline in market share. Learn about your true

competitors in the market, as well as the market position, market share percentage, and

segmented revenue of the Singapore Autonomous Cars market.

Singapore Autonomous Cars Market 2024-2031: Main Highlights:



✔ Detailed information on the factors that will contribute to the growth of the Singapore

Autonomous Cars Market in the next seven years

✔ Forecast of upcoming trends and changes in consumer behavior Singapore Autonomous Cars

Market growth

✔ The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of the market during the forecast period 2024-

2031

✔ Analyze the market competition landscape and provide detailed information about suppliers

✔ Insightful research report on the Singapore Autonomous Cars Market include Pestle analysis,

Porter's five forces analysis, and SWOT analysis to understand the factors that affect consumer

and supplier behaviour

Purchase Latest Edition of this Research Report @ https://www.coherentmi.com/industry-

reports/singapore-autonomous-cars-market/buyNow

Reasons to Purchase this Report:

☛ Reports describe the opportunities and risks that manufacturers of Singapore Autonomous

Cars face globally.

☛ The study finds the areas and sectors with the most possibility for expansion.

☛ A market that is competitive and features significant firm market rankings, new product

introductions, joint ventures, corporate growth, and acquisitions.

☛ Each significant market player is covered in-depth in the research, with company overviews,

corporate insights, product benchmarking, and SWOT analysis included.

☛ This analysis provides an industry market overview for the present and the future, taking into

account recent advancements, potential for growth, motivating factors, challenges, and two

geographical limits that are present in developed regions.

About Us:

At CoherentMI, we are a leading global market intelligence company dedicated to providing

comprehensive insights, analysis, and strategic solutions to empower businesses and

organizations worldwide. Moreover, CoherentMI is a subsidiary of Coherent Market Insights Pvt

Ltd., which is a market intelligence and consulting organization that helps businesses in critical

business decisions. With our cutting-edge technology and experienced team of industry experts,

we deliver actionable intelligence that helps our clients make informed decisions and stay ahead

in today's rapidly changing business landscape.
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